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Google's Android Marketplace is not the only place where you can get Android apps. Whether you're looking for free paid apps, social recommendations or an app store to replace a missing Android Marketplace, you have plenty of choice. Each app store is completely legitimate—those that offer free apps pay the developer for the privilege. You may even have an alternate app store on your device already
if you are an Opera user. Allowing non-market apps By default, Android blocks the installation of apps from anywhere other than the Android Marketplace. To use any of these alternate app stores, you'll have to enable unknown sources on the app settings screen. Check out our article on installing non-market applications for more detailed information. Amazon Appstore The Amazon app store is probably
the best-known alternative to the Android Marketplace. It is included by default in Kindle Fire. The big drawback for this app store is that it is only available in the US. If you're in the US, the Amazon App Store is a great alternative to the Android Marketplace. Not only is it full of paid apps and free apps, it offers a new paid app every day. Visit it every day to check out the new free app —these apps are only
free for a 24-hour period. GetJar GetJar is not as well known, but it is available everywhere. GetJar also distributes paid apps for free. Unlike Amazon app sweepstakes, GetJar paid giveaways don't expire. GetJar adds new paid apps to its free Gold Apps section every week. AppBrain AppBrain takes a different, more social approach to an app store. It sells itself as an application recommendation system.
With its social features, you can consult people and see your friends' favorite apps. You can also see the apps that are currently hot, all over the site. The AppBrain recommendation engine scans your device and, based on what you've currently installed, offers custom app recommendations. SlideME You may not have heard of SlideME, but it claims to be the best alternative app store in the world. It is
preloaded on a variety of devices, particularly in regions where the Android Marketplace is not available. SlideME provides a large collection of paid and free apps. When you buy an app on SlideME, SlideME gives a higher percentage of revenue to the developer than Google for the Android Marketplace. Opera App Store If you are a fan of the Opera browser, you may be surprised to learn that you already
have the Opera app store on your device. You will find a link to it on the speed dial page Opera Mobile. Opera acquired its app store through a purchase of Handster in 2011. The store contains Android apps, plus apps for other platforms. You can access it through a browser on your device, or use a browser on your PC and download APK files from the app to your computer. There are many other app
stores that are not included here. With so many alternatives, access to the Android Market is becoming less important with each passing day. If shopping is yours Google Shopper has just been added to the Android Marketplace, which means you can now whip your Android phone in a store, scan the barcode of a product or DVD cover, and try to find a store with a lower price. You can share the results
with friends, save them on the phone to visit the data later, and you can even do a voice search. As far as this is concerned, yelling at your Kotex Overnight Maxis phone with wings can gain some looks from those who pass. Check out the video below as a Nexus One is used to show the app. Android users can visit the source link that has a QR code that you can use to get the download. For now, only US
prices are available.source: GoogleMediaLabs via AndroidandMe SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Considering that WordPress is one of the top blogging platforms, and the momentum behind Android is making it one of the leading mobile OS, it should come as no surprise that WordPress for Android is now available on the Android Market. The app lets you set up and manage multiple blogs, create
and edit posts, categories, tags and photos, Create and edit pages, and receive notification of new comments in the Android notification shack. The basis for this app comes from the popular wpToGo app for Android so that some users can feel at home with the new app and wpToGo will be discontinued, as all future mobile blogging efforts will be focused on WordPress for Android. To download the app,
go to the Android Market or the download page. Check out the video for some hands-on.source: WordPress via UnwiredView SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Our editors research, test and recommend the best products independently; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. There are a growing number of
investment and money apps on the Google Play Store that claim to help you track stocks, track changes in your portfolio and even trade stocks and cryptocurrencies on your Android device. With so many options available though, it can be difficult to find the right app for your Android smartphone or tablet that you can trust and does exactly what you want. Here are 9 of the best stock apps for Android users
to help you stay up to date on the latest market news or buy and sell to build your investment portfolio. What we like All preferences sync with the iOS and Windows versions of the MSN Money app. Collect financial news from a number of quality news sources. What we don't like is not able to add or remove news sources. The news features a combination of important finance news and savings tips for light
beginners that can frustrate who want more from one over the other. MSN Money is one of the best designed financial apps made for Android smartphones and tablets. The app has a clean interface that makes it easy to switch between news and actions sections, and customizing the watch list takes just a few taps to complete. While MSN MSN can be used to track your investments, your main focus is
your news section that makes curating quality money and stock market stories from trusted news sources like Reuters, Fox Business, Wall Street Journal, CNBC, Forbes, Bloomberg and more. What we like supports widgets for your watchlist, portfolio and global indexes. Lots of information about stock dividends. What we don't like about JStock requires a one-time payment of $7.99 to continue to be used
after the first 14 days. No stock trading functionality. JStock is a combination of a stock market news app and a personal portfolio tracker. The app curates a variety of stock and business market news throughout the day and also lists new content associated with specific companies and their stock sales. After entering all your personal stock data, JStock makes your portfolio several charts and charts easy to
understand based on their total value, price fluctuations and dividend performance. What we like makes buying and selling shares significantly easier than going through a bank or other service. The ability to buy cryptocurrencies and stocks within the same app is a game changer. What we don't like the Robinhood app can hang many times on older Android devices. Cryptocurrency trading is not available
in some US states. Robinhood is an Android app that greatly streamlines the buying and selling of shares. After linking a bank account to your robinhood account, the purchase and sale of shares can be done in a matter of seconds and, unlike other services, no commission is charged per transaction. Something that is particularly cool about robinhood is that it also allows the buying and selling of
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. Having cryptocurrency and stock trading within an app is very convenient and will attract a lot to those who are trying to limit the number of apps they have installed on their Android devices. What we like about new users gets a free stock in their portfolio to participate. Stock trading without fees. What we don't like about Webull's design aesthetic is much more
intimidating than Robinhood's. Requires some knowledge about trading before use. Webull, like Robinhood, allows users to buy and sell shares directly from within their Android app. Also, like robinhood, Webull does not charge commission fees and is a good alternative for those looking for a cheaper alternative to traditional stock trading companies. Where Webull differs from Robinhood is in its design
that is geared towards the slightly more experienced trader with more detailed charts and charts that have the potential to overwhelm those who are just buying their first shares. Those with experience, however, will appreciate the extra information provided and attention to detail. What we like it is not necessary knowledge of the stock market. Anyone can start investing with just a few dollars. What we don't
like if you're just investing a few dollars a month, the $1 monthly fee can be expensive. Anyone interested in buying buy stocks will need to use another service. Acorns is the perfect investment app on Android for those who are just getting started. Users can connect their bank account and credit card to the app to track their purchases and choose to donate a small amount of each purchase made to their
Acorns account or make larger donations manually. All funds transferred to the Acorns app are invested in one of the five stock portfolios. Four of the portfolios are designated with different levels of risk, while the fifth is a collection of company shares that are environmentally and socially responsible. Account balance and earnings are displayed on an easy-to-understand chart and switching wallets can be
made at any time at the touch of a button. What we like about google drive, dropbox and SD card data backup is incredibly useful. The Share Quote is completely free of use. What we don't like The app design is incredibly bland and outdated. Font and button size can make it difficult for some users to use the app. Stock Quote is an app designed to get real-time, post-hour and pre-market quotes on stocks
from markets around the world at any time of the day. The app also shows the latest news about business and finance related to the stock market and even imports relevant posts from social media sites like YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. The Share Quote can also be used to track your own portfolio and its value can be viewed on charts sorted by share name or value. All data can be backed up in the
cloud via Google Drive or Dropbox or via a physical SD card. Data can also be imported or exported as a CSV file. The What We Like The Calendar feature is very useful for investors who like to really follow financial and business events. Lists the top prices of cryptocurrencies, in addition to stocks. What we don't like to remove ads from the app costs $1.99 per month or $19.99 for a year. The theme of
black and gray color will not please everyone. The official Android Investing.com uses the same content as your website. This means live stock quotes and cryptocurrency value charts, financial news from major news publishers and a customizable portfolio screen to track your own investments. The Investing app also features alerts that can be triggered for price and volume changes or important news
events, and a Calendar tab that lists key conferences and announcements for future finance and business. What we like about robinhood connectivity is very convenient. The design of the app is very easy to use and looks great. What we don't like Chat rooms with large investors should be used with great caution. The application requires creating an account to use. of its name and similar application
design elements, StockTwits has no connection to twitter's social network. It is, however, a pretty solid stock app for Android users. StockTwits lists news and quotes for global stock and cryptocurrency markets and features robinhood integration that allows users to buy and sell stocks and e directly from within the application. What really sets StockTwits apart is its focus on social content with a trend stock
listing and a chat function to connect with other traders. New marketers should probably stay away from the chat room and those who try it should be incredibly skeptical about what they hear from other users while they're there. What we like is a good app for investors who don't need the bells and whistles of other apps. The app can be tested without logging into a Yahoo account. What we don't like about
cryptocurrencies are mixed with stocks that is confusing. Sponsored news often has no connection to investments or finances. Yahoo Finance is a good app for those Android users who just want to use an investment app that is made by a brand they know and trust. This app has no widget functionality or any other special feature, but it does what it does well. With the Yahoo Finance app, users can read
the latest money news, follow stocks and cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, add stocks and cryptocurrencies to a watch list, and receive notifications about stock price changes. Those with a Yahoo account can sync their preferences on the Yahoo website, so any watchlist preference selected in the app will also appear in the web version. Well.
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